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A quiz  

True or False…?



What is spelling?

The mapping of meaning 
based sounds (phonemes) 
onto letters (graphemes)



3 definitions

●Phoneme – the smallest 
unit of sound in a word 
(that helps us to distinguish 
one word from another)



3 definitions

●Grapheme – a letter (or 
letters) that represent a 
sound

●A letter (or letters) that 
‘spell’ a sound in a word



3 definitions

●Morpheme – the 

smallest unit of 

meaning in a word

●(for example, un means 

not)



Reading – decoding
Segmenting sounds and blending them 
together to create words

Spelling – encoding
Scribing/typing a combination of 26 

symbols to create individual words



Changes to the spelling curriculum and why

The why
● Composition, vocabulary, cultural capital, access to life experiences and 

creativity are strengths of the children - this comes across in their 
writing. 

● The school has identified over the years that the areas for development 
in writing are spelling, punctuation, grammar and handwriting. This was 
verified by the Ofsted inspection. 

● We aspire for more children to be higher attainers in writing by the time 
they leave Princess Frederica. The spelling, punctuation, grammar and 
handwriting are the key issues preventing this. 



Changes to the spelling curriculum and why

The why
● Secondary schools (usually) carry out their own independent assessments at the 

start of Year 7 and set the children - we don’t want pupils in lower sets because 
of their spelling, punctuation, grammar and handwriting. 

● Research shows that pupils who are not having to use so much of their cognitive 
load on these areas of writing, can not only produce more (helping them 
succeed in timed tests at secondary level) but also produce higher quality 
writing. The difference between a 9 (previously an A) and a 4 (previously a C) at 
GCSE is not what is written but how it is written. 

● Children who make progress against areas of development are also 
demonstrating increased self-efficacy and pride in the learning.  







What the changes are

● We continue to follow the National Curriculum but we have a new scheme of 
work which provides more detail and guidance to staff about what spelling 
patterns and rules to teach, and in what sequence. This scheme also has more 
opportunities to revisit and consolidate previously learnt spellings. 

● Key spelling rules to teach have been identified - there are many rules that are 
just too complicated. Other methods for learning these words are more 
effective. 

● Home-learning lists have been suggested by leaders to reduce the workload of 
staff and ensure that spellings go home each week. All children receive the 
same weekly spellings (which have been or will be focussed on in class teaching) 
but some children will be focussed on learning the first 5 (as a minimum), others 
the first 10, and others the full list.



What the changes are
● Personalised spelling logs are beginning to be used by class teachers and pupils - these 

are designed for pupils to collect words from writing across the curriculum which they are 
spelling incorrectly. These tend to be focused on very commonly used words, subject 
specific words and words that they should know at this stage. 

● No weekly spelling test but more time allocated to explicitly teaching spelling each week 
(three focussed sessions) 

● Children are still regularly assessed throughout the week but using different methods to 
‘a Friday test’. 

● Teachers assessing application of spelling in pupil’s written outcomes to ensure the 
spelling of words are fully learnt and can be applied (not just recalled when spelling 
words in isolation). 

● Two assessments each term (longer tests) where teachers analyse the data, track pupils 
and use this to inform and teaching and planning. 

● More feedback being given to pupils about spelling. 



SEN & Challenging higher attainers

● There are a small number of pupils who find spelling particularly 

difficult who will need alternative lists or will just be focussed on 

learning the words in their personal spelling logs. 

● Now that teachers have got to know their pupils and have had an 

opportunity to assess them, challenge lists will be provided as and 

when needed.



Why is spelling so 
hard?



English spelling: a hopelessly 
complex mishmash of 
correspondences randomly 
accrued over the past 1,000 
years!



Why?



A test for you…

acquiesce
If you acquiesce in something, you agree to do what someone wants or to accept what they do even
though you may not agree with it.

onomatopoeia

stationary (not stationery) 
“Stationary” means not moving, whereas “stationery” refers to office supplies like pencils, erasers, 
paper, and envelopes.

pharaoh

manoeuvre

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/agree
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/want
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/accept
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/even
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/may


What is the rule?

















Learners need to:
● Break down words into syllables

● Understand that the same sound can map onto different 
letters strings: bite/write and might/sight

● Hear words within words

● Develop visual knowledge – a familiarity with how words 
look

● Use analogy

● Appreciate patterns

● Know the exceptions & irregularities



Nursery
● Singing songs

● Learning rhymes

● Listening to stories

● Exaggerating sounds

● Repeating back – elongating; correcting

● Sound games – focus: hearing sounds that are 
similar/different

● Nursery rhymes



Spelling home-learning and how you can help at home 

● Little and often is best - 5-10 minutes every night is better than half 
an hour once a week.

● Self-efficacy is key - children need to be taught strategies to learn 
spellings and take responsibility for applying this.

● Evaluating with your children which strategies are most helpful to 
them (because we all learn in different ways) or most useful for 
certain words. 

● Children do usually know how to spelling some of a word - help your 
child to focus on the part of the word that is incorrect. 



Spelling home-learning and how you can help at home 



could, should, would mnemonic
Oh, U, lucky duck 
Would Old Uncle Like Dancing? Could Old Uncle Like 
Dancing? Should Old Uncle Like Dancing?

necessary Mnemonic
one collar, two sleeves 

Wednesday, February Exaggerate the tricky part of the word
WeD-NES-day
Feb-RU-ary

nauseous
what 

Highlight the tricky part of the word
nauseous 
what 



Improving spelling

Spelling is known to improve where pupils 
are taught a range of strategies and 
supported in finding out which strategy/ies 
suit them best. 

The approaches outlined today are some 
examples of strategies supported by 
research evidence 

(Brooks and Weeks 1999)



Questions?





Children with dyslexic features learn 
more effectively with visually and 
meaningfully based teaching 
methods that match their strengths, 
and less well in phonics methods 
which are more dependent upon 
their weaknesses



Simultaneous oral spelling (SOS)
● Have the word written correctly or made with letters

● Say the word

● Write the word saying each letter as it is written, using joined up 
script

● Child receives visual, kinaesthetic and auditory feedback (eyes, 
ears and movement)

● Cover the word and repeat the process. Practise three times a day 
for a week.

● Categorise the word with other words that look and sound alike 
e.g sound, ground, round, pound, bound. Then add endings 
pounded, rounded, or sounding pounding.



Look-cover-
remember-spell

does not help 
people with dyslexia



People with Dyslexia

● Difficulties with serial order

● Difficulties in grasping the alphabetic 

nature of English writing

● Difficulties in understanding the 

morphological basis of English 

writing (health is not spelt helth as it 

is from heal)


